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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this article, the problem of the supply chain network (SCN) 
generation as a dynamic, flexible and agile system with dynamic 
configurations is considered. The proposed method consists in the 
product and SCN configurations with resource allocation in multi
agent environment. For this purpose an application of differellt 
techniques is examined. Object oriented constraint networks are used 
for solving SCN configuration and resource allocation tasks using 
constraint satisfaction methodology. The second approach permits to 
find sub-optimal solution applying the theory of games with fuzzy 
coalitions. FlPA compliant agent platform and a CASE tool for SCN 
developmellt, modeling and simulation are used to provide the 
experimellts. The above techniques are compared and the simulation 
results are discussed. 

Supply-chain network (SeN) is a philosophy for enterprise integration based on a 
society formed by autonomous agents by bonding together to solve a common 
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This paper presents several solutions to the problem of configuration of a SCN 
considered as a problem of task allocation among groups of autonomous agents. 
These groups are called coalitions. Important properties of the techniques and 
algorithms solving the task allocation problem are: (i) avoiding central authority, (ii) 
a low computational complexity, and (iii) increasing both individual utility and the 
overall outcome of the system (Shehory, 1999). There are two different approaches 
to the coalition formation problem, the former is based on the optimisation and 
combinatorial methods and the later on the game-theoretic approach (Axelrod, 1997; 
Jennings, 2001; Mares, 2000). 

The paper considers the case when each task is attached to a group of agents 
(better to say, they try to form a coalition to perform this task) because they cannot 
be performed by a single agent, a single agent cannot perform them efficiently or 
cannot meet system's constraints. Earlier, the approach of forming fuzzy coalitions 
with full involvement was considered, when each agent may be a member of only 
one coalition and each task can be fulfilled by only one agent (Romero & 
Sheremetov, 2001). In this paper an approach when capacity constraints are added to 
the problem statement is presented. Techniques of the first type are based on the 
conventional optimization approaches. Object oriented constraint networks are used 
for solving SCN configuration and resource allocation tasks using constraint 
satisfaction methodology (Smirnov and Chilov, 1999). The second approach permits 
to find sub-optimal solution applying the theory of games with fuzzy coalitions. The 
above techniques are compared and the simulation results are discussed. 

2. A CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION 

For the demonstration purposes a rather simple example of an automobile SCN was 
considered. The case study deals with production of a hypothetic vehicle (a Car). 
The price of the car is $20,000. The production process (fig. 1) consists of the 
following two phases: Component Production and Car Assembly. Component 
Production consists of three parallel operations: Body Production, Motor 
Production, and Transmission Production (Bokma, 2001). 

Demarid is represented by a uniform distribution around the linear trend: 
dr = a + b . t + P . 0', where 
t - time instant 
d - demand (dr corresponds to time interval [t -1, t]) 
a - basis value (a = 100) 
b - trend component (0 for demand without trend) 
p - random noise uniformly distributed within [0: 1] 
0' - distribution amplitude 

For simplicity, an example without trend and with low noise (0' = 5) is 
considered. In this case the technique of Single Moving Average for the demand 
forecasting can be used: 
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Figure 1 - Structure of the Production Process 
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I" = I" = i=l-n+1 where 
Jr+2 J 1+1 ' n 

f - forecasted data (forecast) 
n - forecast base (n = 5); 

Car Assembly can be performed by one unit (car assembler or Unit 7) with the 
following parameters: 

• Capacity = 105. A case without fixed capacity (no changes) is considered. 
• Stocks are unlimited 
• Stocking costs are $750 per car/week, $300 per body/week, $200 per 

motor/week, $100 per transmission/week. 
• Assembly costs are $1500 per car 
Component Production can be performed by 6 units, each with different facilities 

(see Table ). The stocks are considered unlimited. Payoffs for Component 
Production are $7000 per body, $5000 per motor, and $4000 per transmission. 
Penalties for backorders are $1500 per car/week (paid by the car assembler to the 
customer), $400 per body/week, $300 per motor/week, $250 per transmission/week 
(paid by the component producers to the car assembler). 

T bl 1 D ~ h d . ( . I h b ) a e ata or t e pro uctlon umts lpotentla supply c am mem ers 
Unit Capacity Facility Production Costs Stocking 
Unit 1 100 Body Production $4500 per body $250 per body/week 
Unit 2 100 Motor Production $3500 per body $150 per body/week 
Unit 3 100 Transmission $2500 per $50 per 

Production transmission transmission/week 
Unit 4 303 Body Production $4900per body. $300 per body/week 

Motor Production $3800 per body $200 per body/week 
Transmission $2700 per $80 per 
Production transmission transmission/week 

Unit 5 100 Motor Production $3600 per body $170 per body/week 
Transmission $2600 per $60 per 
Production transmission transmission/week 

Unit 6 200 Body Production $4700 per body $270 per body/week 
Motor Production $3600 per body $1 70per body/week 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF SOLUTION METHODS 

3.1 Constraint Satisfaction Approach to Configuration and Resource 
Allocation of the SCN 

Generally a task of a resource optimization can be described as follows: it is 
necessary to define efficient allocation (where is situated) and schedule (when is 
available) of a given resource components and when and which of the components 
should be used. As a criterion such indices as costs of the resource acquiring and/or 
delivery or required for this purpose time, can be used. It is necessary to take into 
account relationships existing between resources and resource components (for 
instance, a resource may consist of some other resources). The fact of existence of 
these relationships allow considering the task of resource optimization as a 
constraint satisfaction problem (Smirnov and Chilov, 1999). 

A constraint satisfaction problem is defined as (X, D, C). It consists of n 
variables X = {x .. X2, ... , xn}, whose values are taken from finite, discrete domains 
D = {D .. D2, ... , Dn}, and a set of constraints on their values C = {cJ, C2, ... cm}. A 
constraint is defined by a predicate. That is, the constraint CiXkh ... , xkj) is a predicate 
that is defined on the Cartesian product Dkl x ... X Dkj• This predicate is true if the 
value assignment of these variables satisfies this constraint. Solving a constraint 
satisfaction problem assumes finding an assignment of values to all variables such 
that all constraints are satisfied. In other words, a constraint satisfaction problem is a 
task of finding a consistent assignment of values to variables (Mackworth, 1992; 
Yokoo, and Hirayama 2000). A simple example of such task is given in (fig. 2). 

SCN 

SCN Units 

Supplier 

al: material delivery 
a2: material stock 
a3: production 
a.: product stock bl =as 
as: product delivery 

... 
I 

Customer 

bl: material delivery 
b2: material stock 
b3: production 
b.: product stock 
bs: product delivery 

... 
I 

b2 = b'2 + bl - b3 

b3 $, b'2 + b l 

b. = b '. + b3 - bs 

Figure 2 - Example constraint network 

Regarding to the considered here task, the components of the task have the 
following notations: 
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Xijt - the quantity of the j component to be produced by unit i at a time interval 
[t - 1, 1]; 

Dijl - the sets of integer positive numbers (t); 
C - the constraints responsible for synchronization and consistency of the 

considered SCN system. The following groups of constraints were selected: 
capacity-based constraints, constraints on materials availability, delivery or 
synchronization constraints. 

3.2 Game Theoretic Approach with Fuzzy Coalitions to SCN Configuring 

Another approach developed in this article is based on fuzzy coalition game of 
players with full involvement (Mares, 2000; Romero and Sheremetov, 2002). Each 
player corresponds to the node of the SCN. According to (Mares, 2000), the core 

(the set of solutions) C F of the game (I, w) (where I is the set of players and W 

is the characteristic function associated with fuzzy payoffs) is defined as follows: 

C F = (I Xi $ w(l), I Xi $ w(K): K c I} (1) 

ie I ie K 

The core has the following membership function associated with it: 

Yc(x) = min(v>-=(w(l), ~ Xi)' V -<=(~ Xi' w(K))) (2) 
Kef L..J L..J 

iEf iE K 

where: v >- = (w (/ ). (I Xi) , with the preference ~= as a weak order fuzzy 
IE I 

relation with membership function v >-= : R x R ~ [0.1]. 

The expressions (1) and (2) correspond to the game-theoretic model with fuzzy 
coalitions and contain only the terms relative to the fuzzy payments. For the 
purposes of this article the fuzzy core was changed to include the capacities of each 
agent and the tasks to fulfill defined by the demand. product bill and specified in the 
problem domain ontology. The new core definition follows (without lacking of 
generality. for simplicity this model doesn't include the fluctuations caused by 
inventories) : 

C = {2500XlIt + 2100x41t + 2300X61t + 1500x22t + 12OOx42t + 1400x52t + 1400x62t + 
1500x33t + 2500X74t + 1300X43t + 1400x53t ~ (100 + 5t + ,u5)w(/), 

2S00XlJt + 2100x4lt + 2300x61t ~ (100 + SI + ,.uS)W(kl) 

lS00x221 + 1200x421 + 1400XS2t + 1400x62t ~ (100 + SI + ,.uS) W(k2) 

lS00x33t + 1300X43t + 1400XS3t ~ (100+S1 + ,.uS)W(k3) 

2S00X74t ~ (100+51 + ,.u5)w(k4) 

xllt +x41t +x61t =100+S1+5,.u 

X22t + X42t + x52t + X62t = 100 + 51 + 5,.u 

X33t + x43t + x53t = 100 + 51 + 5.u 

(3) 
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X741 = 100 + 5t + 51l 

XliI:::; 100 

X221 :::; 100 

X33t :::; 100 

X74t :::; 102.5 

X41t :::; 302.5 

x42t :::; 302.5 

x431 :::; 302.5 

Xijl E R+ , i = 1, ... ,7; j = 1, ... ,4 t = 1, ... ,5} 

where: 

X611 :::; 200 

x521 :::; 100 

X53t ~ 100 

Xijl = the quantity of the j component to be produced by agent i in time t . 

w(/) = fuzzy payoff per unit for car production. 

w(k1 ) = fuzzy payoff per unit for Body Production. 

w(k 2 ) = fuzzy payoff per unit for Motor Production. 

w(k3 ) = fuzzy payoff per unit for Transmission Production. 

w(k4 ) = fuzzy payoff per unit for car assembly. 

Il = uniform random variable in [0,1]. 

The forecasting model for the demand is the following: 
100+ 5t + SIl, for t =1, ... ,5 and Il is uniform in [0,1] (4) 
Two solution techniques were studied. First, the Excel solver was used. Next, 

genetic algorithms were used and Evolver software. Testbed implementation details 
and simulation results are discussed in the following section. 

4. IMPLEMENT A TION DETAILS AND OBTAINED RESULTS 

4.1 A Multiagent Testbed 

To implement the prototype and provide the experiments with the proposed 
methods, a multiagent testbed has been developed. For the implementation of the 
testbed, Zeus v1.2.1 software (JRE v1.3.1.02) was used as FIPA compliant agent 
platform (Nwana et all., 1999). 

Each domain agent associated with a node of the SCN was equipped with the 
contract net negotiation protocol (CNP). The SCN Head agent (called Assembly in 
the presented case study) was the one who decided the final configuration based on 
the computations performed by the solvers. Problem solving methods (PSM) are 
implemented as external legacy software modules. Genetic algorithms are 
implemented using the Evolver software (Evolver, 2001), accessed through the 
Excel Wrapper agent. Constraint solver is implemented using ILOG Configurator 
constraint programming engine (ILOG, 2001) and accessed by means of another 
Wrapper agent implemented in C++. Agents were running on the agent platform and 
PSM software on another computer. 

Some scalability problems were detected while running the simulations. First, an 
execution of the batch files generated in a predetermined way: runl.bat (executing 
Agent Name Server - ANS), run2.bat (domain agents) and run3.bat (visualizer and 
Directory Facilitator - OF), was tried. The problem of this approach is that each 
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agent is executed in his own virtual machine consuming many computer resources. 
As a result, it was impossible to execute more then 10 agents in a single-host 
fashion. To handle this problem, the utility (Zsh) that allows to execute several 
agents in the same virtual machine was used. The second parameter of this utility 
<param2> is a number representing the time period that any DF agent started will 
wait between querying the agent system for their capacities to be properly 
recognized by the rest of the system, which can affect the system performance. This 
way it was possible to reach the following configuration: 10 Tail Agents, Assembler 
Agent, ANS, Visualizer Agent, and DF Agent. The agents were running on a 
Compaq Presario 5473 (Celeron 550 Mhz, 128 MB RAM) computer. Using this 
computer, the case study SCN shown in the figure 3 has been simulated . 

............................ ~~ .. ~ ~m 

~ .... ttr 

"I ~ 

~ 
eJ 

Figure 3 - A screenshot of the Visualizer with an example configuration (Society 
Viewer's window). 

i i 
I 

As it shown in fig.3, the case study consisted in eleven domain agents (one for 
each facility and an assembly one) and three utility agents of the platform. Each 
domain agent had an access to a DB where it's capacity, production cost and 
stocking data was stored. In the case of a fuzzy game, domain agents were also 
equipped with the interface windows to capture the parameters of the individual 
membership functions. Special purpose Coalition Agents have been generated for 
each component every time a new demand occurred. Additional software accessed 
by these agents has been developed to calculate coalition membership functions. 
Assembly Agent served as a SCN coordinator initiating negotiation protocols. CNP 
was used to collect the biddings for the demand. 
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4.2 Results of Constraint Satisfaction Approach 

As it was mentioned above to solve considered here task the engine of ILOG 
Configurator was used. It represents constraint network to be processed in an object
oriented form. The system supports the following two types of relations: (i) "is a" 
between classes and objects, and (ii) "is connected to" between objects. In turn 
relations "is connected to" can be of the following two SUbtypes: (i) "has part" or 
"part of' and (ii) "uses". The objects own attributes whose values belong to defined 
domains and are controlled by constraints existing in the problem domain. This 
representation allows rapid and convenient model creation and maintenance. On the 
other hand an advanced ILoa Solver performs the task solving process in an 
efficient way. Obtained results for 5 time intervals are given in table 2. 

T bl 2 P d a e . ro uctlOn eve s per umt or Ive tIme mterva s . ~ f 

t XlIt x22t X33t X 41t X 42t X 43t X 52t x 53t X61t x 62t X?4t 

1 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 105 
2 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 12 12 12 112 
3 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 15 15 15 115 
4 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 24 24 24 124 
5 100 100 100 0 0 0 0 28 28 28 128 

The common network payoffs per car obtained for each time interval are equal 
9,480.95; 9,457.14; 9,447.83; 9,422.58; 9,412.50 respectively. The payoffs (p) of the 
participating units per car/component are as follows: Punil I = 2,500; Punil 2 = 1,500; 
Punit 3 = 1,500; Punil4 = 0; PUnil5 = 1,400; Punil6 = 1,850; Punil? = 2,500. 

Utilizing combination of constraint-based technique allowing obtaining a global 
optimal solution, and ILOG Solver engine allowing utilizing both linear and non
linear constraints, makes it possible to solve large tasks with complicated 
dependencies between their components. 

4.3 Results of Game Theoretic Approach with Fuzzy Coalitions 

For the case study, positive ramp membership functions were selected: payoff per 
car - [7,100, 8,000]; gross payoffs for body - [6,500, 7,000]; motor - [4,500,5,000]; 
transmission - [3,800, 4,000]; and assembly - [2,000, 4,000] respectively. Two 
solvers were used to find the solution. The first one, the Excel solver was able only 
to approximate the integer solution (table 3). Table 3 shows the imputations for each 
time interval, the last column shows the number of cars to be assembled according 
to the forecasting defined by (4). 

T bl 3 P d a e . ro uctton eve s per umt or lve time mterva s fi fi 
t XlIt X22t X33t X41t X42t X43t XS2t XS3t X61t X 62t X?4t 

1 100 100 100 0 0 0 5.299 5.3 5.3 .001 105.3 
2 100 100 100 0 0 0 8.399 11.5 11.5 3.101 111.5 
3 100 100 100 0 0 0 10.25 15.2 15.2 4.95 115.2 
4 100 100 100 0 0 0 14.50 23.7 23.7 9.20 123.7 
5 100 100 100 0 0 0 16.75 28.2 28.2 11.45 128.2 
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The second solution method used was that of genetic algorithms. The solution 
converged within several seconds (though communications between agents took 
considerable time). The rates of mutation and crossover in the typical values of 6 
and 50% respectively, with a size of population of 50 organisms were fixed. Time 
convergence parameters and number of iterations was also fixed (Romero and 
Sheremetov, 2001). 

The common network payoffs per car obtained for each time interval are equal to 
7,578.46, 7,578.22, 7,578.22, 7,577 .84, 7,577.84 respectively. The payoffs (P) of the 
participating units per car/component are as follows: Punil • = 2,500; Punil 2 = 1,500; 
Punil3 = 1,500; Punil4 = 0; Punil5 = 1,400; Punil6 = 1,400; Punil7 = 2,500. The same gross 
payoffs per unit were obtained for each time interval for each component: w(l) = 

20,000; w(k.) = 7,000; w(k2 ) =5,000; w(k3) =4,000 w(k4 ) =4,000. The possibility 

of the fuzzy game r c (I, w) = 1.00 (because of the simplicity of the case study), 

though the imputation obtained took into account the subjective estimations of the 
players defined by their fuzzy payments. 

S. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Different problem statements and solution techniques have been discussed in this 
article. The problem statement defined in section 3.2 permits to consider non-lineal 
membership functions, integer variables, multi-objective functions and non-lineal 
constraints. But only the use of heuristic and soft-computing techniques such as 
genetic algorithms as it was shown in (Romero and Sheremetov, 2001), permit to 
find the best converged imputation in a reasonable time for real world applications. 
The use of genetic algorithms has the following benefits: they allow to find a semi
optimal solution in the case when an optimal solution can't be found analytically 
because of the problem's complexity, they allow to find a local optimal solution in 
the cases when the optimal solution even doesn't exist (when the game is not 
convex), and also they can be used to find solutions for the mixed approaches 
similar to the discussed in this paper when a game-theoretic approach is combined 
with the combinatorial one. 

The constraint-based approach assumes complete information sharing while the 
game theoretic approach assumes minimal or no information sharing. Since in real
world situations the both cases as well as some intermediate ones are possible, the 
application of presented here techniques in a combined way is preferable. The 
subsequent research efforts are planned to be devoted to investigation of combined 
techniques for tasks representing more realistic situations according to the 
following: 
1) wider range of parameters to optimise, 
2) more complicated strategies of the units (e.g., including safety stocks forming), 
3) more complicated demand patterns and forecasting techniques, 
4) non-lineal relationships in the model. 

PIP A compliant agent platform and a CASE tool for SCN development, 
modeling and simulation are used to provide the experiments. The use of this 
platform not only ensures interoperability among the agents and reusable 
components for the future enterprise-based applications, but also allows taking 
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advantage of agent-based, as well as component-based services offered by the SCN 
units that can be used and customized as needed. 

The presented methodology of the coalition formation implies implicit 
negotiations (vague, imprecise, open), which are guided to maximize the benefits or 
viabilities (i) of each individual agent of the SCN, (ii) of agents' coalition and even 
(iii) of a great coalition that contains all the agents of the system. The structure of a 
virtual company formed this way, has the distinctive point and the advantage in that 
it takes into account the convenience for the companies to participate in groups 
(virtual companies), it allows quick adaptations that respond to changes of the 
environmental dynamics. 
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